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Abstract—Future communication networks are envisioned to
satisfy increasingly granular and dynamic requirements to ac-
commodate the application and user demands. Indeed, novel
immersive and mission-critical services necessitate increased com-
puting and network resources, reduced communication latency,
and guaranteed reliability. Thus, efficient and adaptive resource
management schemes are required to provide and maintain
sufficient levels of Quality of Experience (QoE) during the
service life-cycle. Service migration is considered a key enabler
of dynamic service orchestration. Indeed, moving services on
demand is an efficient mechanism for user mobility support,
load balancing in case of fluctuations in service demands, and
hardware failure mitigation. However, service migration requires
planning, as multiple parameters must be optimized to reduce
service disruption to a minimum. Recent breakthroughs in
computational capabilities allowed the emergence of Machine
Learning as a tool for decision making that is expected to
enable seamless automation of network resource management
by predicting events and learning optimal decision policies. This
paper surveys contributions applying Machine Learning (ML)
methods to optimize service migration, providing a detailed
literature review on recent advances in the field and establishing
a classification of current research efforts with an analysis of their
strengths and limitations. Finally, the paper provides insights on
the main directions for future research.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network evolution towards 5G and beyond (B5G) tech-
nologies has been motivated by multiple high-demanding
applications such as autonomous driving, Augmented Reality
(AR), and high-resolution video streaming. Indeed, these ap-
plications generate multiplied traffic volumes and are charac-
terized by very stringent requirements for latency, throughput,
network availability, but also density with the required support
for increased numbers of connected users and devices, which
current network technologies are unable to sustain. Thus,
next-generation networks are expected to provide support
for heterogeneous applications with highly precise Service
Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees for latency and reliability,
such as immersive Tactile Internet, haptic and mission-critical
applications, while optimizing energy consumption and mini-
mizing the carbon footprint [1], [2]. Future networks are also
envisioned to achieve higher programmability by supporting
increasingly granular and dynamic network behavior cus-
tomization and attaining full automation and self-management
through network intelligence [3], [4].

To overcome the ultra-low latency requirement, Multi-
access Edge Computing (MEC) can be leveraged to deploy
services on edge clouds in the vicinity of users. Indeed, the
MEC concept allows computation and storage to be offloaded
to edge devices or clouds that are closer to the end-users, thus
decreasing service latency and improving the response time.
Moving services to the edge also reduces network congestion
and communication costs and accelerates content delivery
through caching popular content [5], [6]. Therefore, end-
users can attach to the closest edge cloud and access services
with an improved QoE. However, a number of users access
network services on their handheld mobile devices and can
change locations during service provisioning. This mobility
might increase the distance between them and their initial edge
cloud, which would require passing communications through
intermediary edge clouds to reach the service due to the limited
coverage of edge clouds. This might lead to increased service
latency and response time; even to service interruption.

To mitigate this issue and ensure service continuity, multiple
works have proposed to move services along with the users,
under different terms such as “Follow-Me Edge” (FME),
“Follow-Me Fog”, or “Companion Edge Computing” [7]–[10].
The main idea is to migrate services to the nearest available
edge or fog cloud, following the user’s mobility seamlessly
so that the end-user experiences minimal service disruption or
degradation.

Software migration is defined as the process of relocating a
virtual environment from one physical node to another by sus-
pending the running instance on the source node, copying the
disk, memory, and process states, and resuming the instance
on the destination node [11]. It differs from re-instantiation
in the sense that migration preserves session information for
stateful services instead of creating a new session on a different
service instance [12]. Besides mobility support, migration
helps maintain services in case of node or link failure and
prevents service degradation in case of network overload by
moving services to physical nodes with sufficient resources.

Given the strict requirements of new applications, the
migration process ought to be automated and optimized to
reduce the impact on QoE to a minimum. Multiple parameters
can be optimized during migration planning, such as the
timing of migration, destination node selection, and migration
strategy. Indeed, service degradation can be minimized if the



migration process is triggered proactively by predicting the
user’s mobility or the network load surges. Then, selecting
the destination node should take into account migration costs,
network bandwidth, and link latency. Finally, the migration
strategy should be chosen depending on SLA requirements
for service availability and multiple factors that affect the
migration process duration, such as the Virtual Machine (VM)
or container size, network bandwidth, or the probability of
unexpected events disrupting the migration process.

One promising method that can help optimize migration is
Machine Learning (ML), which has been successfully applied
to different problems in multiple areas in networking [13]–
[16], and increasingly complex network management problems
are being tackled thanks to Deep Learning (DL), a more ad-
vanced technique of ML that relies on Deep Neural Networks
(DNN) and removes the need for manual feature engineering
[17]. More recently, Reinforcement Learning (RL), another
branch of ML, has gained momentum for its potential to auto-
mate network management. Indeed, it allows an agent to learn
policies from previous experience and continuously improve
decision making through feedback from the environment [18].

The main advantage of these AI-based methods compared to
conventional approaches is the capability of deriving patterns
and policies from datasets of input and output examples
or from past experiences, and the ability to provide results
quickly regardless of the size of the solution space. Indeed, op-
timization using classic algorithmic methods and mathematical
models either require detailed knowledge of the problem and
its dynamics to determine the optimal solution (which is not
always possible for complex problems) or rely on exploration
by evaluating all or a significant part of the solution space. For
the latter, the computational solving time and cost can increase
exponentially as the problem scales to bigger instances, which
is not convenient for runtime use. Besides, AI techniques can
dynamically adapt to changes in the environment, as opposed
to fixed rules and static hard-coded algorithms and models.
Relying on ML/RL methods allows full automation of the
Life-Cycle Management (LCM) of services, thus eliminating
the need for human intervention and making autonomous
Zero-touch network and Service Management (ZSM) a re-
ality [19], [20]. In this vein, service migration can benefit
from ML/RL in multiple ways. For instance, using network
analytics, ML can be leveraged to predict events that are
likely to cause service disruptions, such as user mobility or
network overload. This early prediction allows for preventive
measures to be taken; in this case, to trigger migration in
advance to minimize service disruptions experienced by the
users. Furthermore, ML/RL accelerate decision-making when
selecting the destination node and network path and reduce the
migration time by choosing the appropriate migration scheme.
To this end, a model can be trained to learn an efficient policy
and output qualitative solutions in near real-time.

A. Related Surveys and Motivation

Table I summarizes related surveys in the literature. Pre-
vious works have studied related topics such as live VM or

container migration or ML-based service orchestration but in
a separate manner. Most live migration surveys focus on the
data transmission phase of the process while ignoring the
planning phase [11], [21]–[24], which is essential for opti-
mizing multiple aspects of migration to reduce the impact on
QoE. Oleghe [25] provides a review of optimization schemes
for the placement and scheduling of containers in a MEC
environment but focuses on solutions based on traditional
optimization methods such as multidimensional knapsack,
Markov Decision Processes (MDP), or exact and heuristic
algorithms. Similarly, Wang et al. [26] discuss optimization
strategies for service migration in MEC and identify AI-based
strategies as a promising tool for making efficient decisions in
future research works. Rejiba et al. [27] focus on mobility-
triggered migration, and classify contributions in terms of
optimization objectives such as time, cost, and success rate, but
only a few ML-based solutions are mentioned, in a succinct
manner. Zolfaghari et al. [28] and Dias et al. [29] provide
systematic reviews on contributions to the VM consolidation
process, which includes migration, and multiple works using
ML techniques are mentioned in the latter. However, VM
consolidation is only one of many use cases for service
migration, and most of the included ML-based contributions
focused on load prediction to trigger the migration process
proactively. Furthermore, those surveys are limited to the
trigger and placement phases, and do not include the migration
strategy selection process which consists in determining the
appropriate method for data transmission. Hence, this process
can also be optimized using ML to minimize service interrup-
tion time. On the other hand, multiple surveys have discussed
the opportunities and use cases of applying ML-based methods
such as Deep Learning or Federated Learning (FL) for network
management and resource provisioning in Cloud Computing
[14], [17], [20], [30]–[35], or with a focus on MEC [36]–[38].
However, migration-related contributions are ignored or briefly
mentioned without deep analysis. Zhong et al. [30] perform
a comparative analysis of ML-based container orchestration
approaches for resource provisioning. Khan et al. [31] review
ML-centric resource management approaches and identify
multiple factors that can affect migration time, but without
going into details on the subject, by mainly referring to works
that use ML for prediction to reduce migration time. However,
ML can be used to optimize migration in multiple other
ways, such as placement or selecting the appropriate migration
scheme. Similarly, Masdari et al. [39] present a survey of
contributions using forecasting for predictive VM migration
in Cloud Computing, where classification is provided in terms
of prediction schemes.

To the best of the author’s knowledge, the current survey
is the first contribution that studies the application of ML-
based methods to service migration optimization for all phases
of the planning process independently from the virtualization
technology. In contrast with previous work, this work covers
service migration planning in both Edge and Cloud Computing
contexts, which can be triggered by user mobility, workload, or
failure. Additionally, more complex use cases where multiple



instances are migrated in parallel are covered. Overall, the
survey includes a taxonomy of works on all phases of service
migration planning, namely, reactive and proactive migration
trigger, placement, but also data transfer strategy selection.

B. Contributions and Paper Organization

This paper covers background on related technologies and
the fundamentals of service migration and ML, and provides
an exhaustive overview of the current research on the topic.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:

• The use of ML for service migration is motivated by
describing multiple use case scenarios and applications.

• The main enabling technologies are identified and their
impact on service migration is discussed.

• A taxonomy of the works of interest is provided and
contributions are categorized into the different phases of
the optimization process of service migration, with an
analysis of their contributions and shortcomings.

• Insights are provided on challenges and open research
issues based on the identified limitations of current works.

For the reader’s convenience, the main abbreviations used in
this paper are listed in Table II, and the paper’s structure is
shown in Figure 1, where the background knowledge sections
are colored in blue, and the taxonomy sections are colored
in red. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides an overview of the technological ecosystem
of migration and its different enablers together with a set of
use case examples. Section III details technical aspects of the
migration process and Section IV provides a primer on ML and
RL techniques. Sections V to VII review relevant contributions
to migration optimization in terms of reactive and proactive
triggers, service placement, and migration scheme selection,
respectively. Section VIII discusses the open issues and future
research directions, and Section IX concludes the paper.

II. ENABLERS AND USE CASES

A. Enablers and Technological Ecosystem

This section provides a background on the enabling and
related technologies for migration and discusses their effect
on the process.

1) Network Function Virtualization: Network Function Vir-
tualization (NFV) decouples network functions from propri-
etary dedicated hardware and allows the deployment of ser-
vices on general-purpose servers as VMs or containers. NFV
reduces capital and operational expenditures [40], facilitates
service management, and allows flexible and efficient resource
provisioning by dynamically scaling instances up and down
depending on the evolution of their resource consumption and
service demand [41]. Furthermore, virtualizing functions and
services facilitates their migration to a different physical node.
Two main technologies can be used for service virtualization:

a) Virtual Machines: are deployed on top of hypervisors,
with an Operating System (OS), kernel, and hardware-level
virtualization. This allows deployments of independent VMs
isolated from the host OS, thus making it possible to virtualize
different guest Operating Systems on top of the host OS.
However, due to the number of abstraction layers, hypervisor-
based virtualization creates a high overhead, affecting overall
performance.

b) Containers: Are a lightweight alternative to VMs,
where the abstraction is made at the OS level instead of
hardware virtualization for VMs. With containerization, the
OS kernel of the hosting machine is shared between multiple
isolated instances of user-space environments. This OS-level
virtualization produces a lower overhead and reduces image
size, making it faster to migrate containers compared to VMs
[42].

2) Software Defined Networking: SDN is a paradigm that
separates network intelligence from the forwarding compo-
nents. It introduces a layered architecture comprising three
separated planes: An application plane that formulates the
desired network behavior and sends it through a northbound
interface to a control plane where a logically centralized
controller disposes of a holistic view of the network and
translates the formulated behavior into a set of forwarding
rules. Finally, a forwarding layer composed of interconnected
network devices enforces the forwarding rules that are received
through a southbound interface. Centralizing intelligence at
the control plane reduces deployment costs and facilitates
network management. Indeed, since the data plane devices
only apply the forwarding rules, less intelligence is needed
in the networking equipment, and cheaper devices can be
used. Furthermore, the control plane can dynamically change
the network behavior by updating the forwarding rules on all
of the involved data plane devices in an automated manner,
thus making the network programmable [43]. This dynamic
management of network behavior facilitates service migration
by automatically redirecting network flows to the destination
node once the service instance has been resumed.

3) Microservices and Service Function Chaining: As vir-
tualization gained popularity, the concept of micro-services
emerged, which is the decomposition of services into multiple
small blocks that perform simple functions, this approach im-
proves services’ modularity and resilience, adds flexibility in
service management, and allows for function sharing between
services [44]. Decomposing services into a set of functions
creates the need for steering traffic between those functions in
a certain order so that services are delivered properly; this
process is referred to as Service Function Chaining (SFC)
[45]. Service migration in a SFC context ought to consider
additional aspects, which adds more complexity to the process.
Indeed, services contain multiple Service Functions (SFs),
where multiple instances of VMs and/or containers might need
to be migrated. Since the service relies on all of the different
functions, it cannot be resumed until the migration of all of
the functions has been completed. Therefore, those functions
should be migrated in a synchronized manner [46]. Moreover,



TABLE I: Comparison of Related Surveys and Studies

Reference Scope Migration
(Data Transfer) Other Planning ML Techniques

[11], [21]–[24] Live migration technique evaluation, and impact
analysis of different factors for VMs and/or containers ✓ X X

[25] Review of scheduling models for placement
and migration of containers ✓ ✓ X

[28], [29] Systematic review on VM consolidation X ✓ ✓

[26] Discussion of optimization strategies
for service migration in MEC ✓ ✓ X

[27] Classification of mobility-triggered migration
contributions in terms of optimization objectives ✓ ✓ X

[30] Comparative analysis of ML-based container
orchestration approaches for resource provisioning X X ✓

[14], [17], [20], [31]–[35] Overview of ML-based techniques
and their use for network resource management X X ✓

[36]–[38] Discussion of applications of DL
to network management in MEC X X ✓

[39] Classification of forecasting schemes
for predictive migration X ✓ ✓

Current Survey Survey of ML-based contributions
to migration planning ✓ ✓ ✓

Fig. 1: The Survey Structure

the migration process should consider the link mapping for
the new placements of the migrated instances and its effect on
the end-to-end latency of the service.

4) Edge Computing: Edge Computing aims to provide
storage and computing capabilities at the logical borders of the
network in the close vicinity of users. It is a key technology
for future communication networks [47] since it enables a
wide range of delay-sensitive applications [48] by reducing
the distance between services and the end-users, thus dimin-
ishing the end-to-end cost and latency of communications and
facilitating real-time processing. Besides, moving computation
closer to the edge reduces network load and avoids transferring
sensitive data. However, Edge nodes and links are resource-
constrained, which means that particular attention must be paid
to the amount of transferred data during the migration process
to reduce network load, and avoid performance degradation
[49]. Additionally, due to the time-sensitive nature of MEC
applications, the migration process needs to be completed in a
short time span. Two main edge-based concepts have emerged
in recent years:

• Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC): Formerly
known as Mobile Edge Computing, MEC is a concept

introduced by the Industry Specification Group (ISG)
of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) [50], which moves the storage and computing
capabilities to Edge devices in the access networks [51].
The initiative aims to provide a standardized reference
architecture for MEC and create an open environment to
facilitate MEC application development and integration.

• Fog Computing: Fog Computing was introduced as a
way to extend core cloud computing capabilities into the
edge, thus reducing the amount of data transmissions, and
computations performed at the core cloud. Fog devices
can be edge routers, switches, access points, computers,
or UE devices such as smartphones. However, unlike
MEC, fog nodes cannot operate independently from a
core cloud [52], [53].

To support Edge applications in 5G systems, 3GPP stan-
dards [54], [55] define an architectural framework and a set of
procedures that enable UEs to access Edge Application Servers
(EAS) that are managed by Edge Enabler Servers (EES).
In particular, the standards define the Application Context
Relocation (ACR) decision process, where user context is



TABLE II: List of Common Acronyms

Acronym Description
ACR Application Context Relocation
CNN Convolutional Neural Network

DDPG Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
DNN Deep Neural Network
DQN Deep Q-Networks
DRL Deep Reinforcement Learning

ETSI European Telecommunications
Standards Institute

GRU Gated Recurrent Unit
KPI Key Performance Indicator

LCM Life-Cycle Management
LR Linear Regression

LSTM Long-Short Term Memory
MANO Management and Orchestration
MDP Markov Decision Process
MEC Multi-access Edge Computing

ML/DL Machine Learning/Deep Learning
NFV Network Function Virtualization
NN Neural Network
PER Prioritized Experience Replay
PI Policy Iteration

QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
RL Reinforcement Learning

RNN Recurrent Neural Network
SDN Software Defined Networking
SFC Service Function Chaining
SLA Service Level Agreement
UE User Equipment

URLLC Ultra-Reliable Low
Latency Communications

VI Value Iteration
VM Virtual Machine
VNF Virtual Network Function

relocated (i.e. migrated) from one EAS to another following
detected or predicted UE mobility to ensure service continuity.
The target EAS for ACR is selected using (predicted) UE
position and specific application characteristics criteria, but
the details of context transfer between the source and target
EAS are left out of the scope of the standards.

5) Orchestration and Life-Cycle Management: Service or-
chestration provides a set of policies and procedures meant
to guarantee the service’s QoE and optimize the operator’s
objectives from the deployment of the service to its deletion.
It ensures the proper service creation, operation, and deletion
while satisfying the service KPIs by performing monitoring,
anomaly detection, and elasticity and fault management proce-
dures such as scaling or service migration to prevent or recover
from service disruptions [56]. For efficient service orchestra-
tion, the decision-making process of different LCM operations
needs to be optimized to determine the best course of action.
Decisions should be made quickly for a short response time.
Furthermore, orchestration policies should be dynamic to adapt
to changing service requirements and unexpected events in

real-time.
Although traditionally mathematical models and algorithms

are used for optimization problems (e.g., Integer Linear Pro-
gramming, different heuristics, or Game Theory), most of
these proposals fall short on scaling to bigger or more com-
plex problem instances, as the processing time exponentially
increases with the size of the solution space. On the other hand,
ML is gaining popularity as an efficient method to tackle more
complex problems and is being applied to multiple research
areas, including network and service management. Indeed,
ML is expected to play a crucial role in accomplishing the
objectives of B5G networks by enabling real-time decision-
making and adaptive Zero-touch Service Management [57],
[58]. In this vein, the 3GPP standards introduce the Network
Data Analytics Function (NWDAF) in the 5G core architecture
[59], which can be used to train ML models using data
collected from other components of the architecture, and
provide analytics. NWDAF predictions can then be used by
the 5G system to trigger and optimize operations such as ACR
for Edge applications [60]. Subsequently, as a part of the LCM
process of services, and as shown in the use case examples in
Section II-B, migration can also benefit from ML optimization.

B. Use Case Examples

To illustrate applications of ML for service migration,
multiple use case examples are described in the following.

1) Mobility in MEC: The example in Figure 2 depicts
a ML-enhanced Follow-Me Edge [61] system. End-users in
mobility are connected to Edge Clouds using handheld devices
and consuming services such as infotainment, high-definition
video streaming, or interactive applications like cloud gaming.
To reduce latency and transmission costs, these services are
hosted on the edge clouds closest to the users. Since the users
are mobile, they might move away from the Edge Clouds they
were initially attached to, which results in increased response
times, and service disruption. Therefore, the services must be
dynamically migrated to the nearest edge cloud at all times,
following the user’s mobility patterns.

However, the migration process consumes time, as data
needs to be transmitted to the destination edge cloud, im-
pacting the duration of service disruption for the user. This
disruption can be minimized by using ML to trigger the mi-
gration process proactively, relying on the historical positions
as well as velocity data to train a ML model that predicts
the user’s path, estimates the moment when migration will
be required, and the best target edge cloud node. Using that
information, migration can be triggered to the selected edge
node in the predicted trajectory early enough to reduce service
degradation time. Similarly, ML can be used for clustering by
identifying services that are simultaneously used by groups of
users and applying the same mobility patterns for migration.

2) Cloud-Edge offloading: Deploying services at the edge
reduces communication latency and cost and preserves the
confidentiality of sensitive data. However, edge servers dispose
of limited storage and computation capabilities and cannot host
compute-intensive applications. In contrast, cloud servers are



Fig. 2: Mobility Use Case in Multi-access Edge Computing

resource-sufficient, but placing services in the cloud increases
the end-to-end communication latency and cost. Thus, the best
choice for placing a service depends on application needs that
might vary in time. In consequence, an efficient Cloud-Edge
offloading scheme should adapt to changes in user application
needs in real-time by moving services to cloud servers when
the applications require more resources and to edge servers
when lower latency becomes a priority. However, service
migration has a cost and also causes service interruptions;
hence, ML could be used to predict the changes in user
demands in the short but also mid-term future. If spikes or dips
in resource demand are predicted to be very short, or if too
many fluctuations are predicted in a certain interval, it might be
worth evaluating whether the multiple successive migrations
would cause more disruptions than offloading the service for a
limited number of times. Based of those predictions, a decision
model can then be trained to schedule offloading operations
with the objective of minimizing impact on the service’s QoE
over time.

3) Load balancing: ML can also be used for load balancing
to optimize resource allocation by moving service instances
depending on service request evolution to avoid overloading
or underloading Edge Clouds. For example, ML can predict
surges in network traffic that can lead to service overload,
and if the current physical node does not dispose of sufficient
resources to scale the service up, the latter can be proactively
migrated to a different hosting node with enough resources to
host the scaled-up service. In contrast, ML can be used for
consolidation by predicting the reduction in resource usage.
Based on those predictions, the decision can be made to free
underused physical nodes by relocating services to physical
nodes hosting other services in a way that minimizes the
number of used servers and reduces energy consumption.

Fig. 3: Migration Process Steps

4) Fault tolerance: Industry 4.0 relies on Industrial IoT
(IIoT) to automate and optimize the operations of the future
smart factories by deploying IoT sensors to collect industrial
data in real time, and transmit it to geo-distributed MEC
nodes for analysis and decision-making [62]. However, factory
automation use cases require a high level of reliability [63],
which means that efficient mechanisms are needed to predict,
detect and mitigate node failures. Similar to the previous use
cases, ML can be used to anticipate failures by predicting
early signs ahead of time and proactively migrating services
from the potentially faulty node to a healthy one, which can
reduce service interruptions compared to reactive measures.
Furthermore, using past and present experience, RL models
can help select the physical node candidates that are currently
the most reliable for migrating services with strict require-
ments, such as Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications
(URLLC). RL models will also be able to dynamically adapt
to changes and events in the network by continuously updating
their decision policy, which is an advantage compared to static
failure mitigation policies.

III. MIGRATION PROCESS

As illustrated in Figure 3, the service migration process
comprises two separate phases. The first is a planning step,
where monitoring data is processed, and decisions are made



regarding the moment when migration should be triggered, the
destination node, the transfer link, and the migration scheme
that should be used. Optimizing this process minimizes
service disruption by forecasting migration triggers and
proactively starting the migration process before service
degradation is experienced, by selecting the best-suited node
and link mapping for the migrated service instance, and by
choosing the optimal migration strategy that minimizes QoE
degradation for the service [64].
The second phase applies previous decisions: when the
original instance is stopped, the state is effectively transferred
to the destination node, where the instance is resumed before
performing service traffic redirection. This phase is out of the
scope of this paper, as the surveyed contributions focus on
the decision process in migration.

A. Trigger

The migration trigger process determines the appropriate
moment when the service migration should start. Service
migration can be performed in a reactive way if triggered
manually or automatically after observing a degradation of
QoE, or proactively if this degradation is predicted in advance,
thus reducing or even preventing impact on QoE. Multiple
events and factors can trigger automated service migration
[65]–[67]:

• Mobility, when changes in the recorded positions of a
group of User Equipments (UE) of interest imply that a
significant portion of users of the service is moving away
from the service’s current placement nodes in a similar
mobility pattern.

• Resource availability, when the request load increases
significantly, and a scale-up of the service is required, but
the hosting nodes do not dispose of sufficient resources.
The monitored metrics, in that case, are the request load,
resource capacity, and the percentage of resource usage.

• Reliability, in case of a major service disruption caused
by hardware failure, or performance degradation observed
through service availability time, and application-specific
QoE KPIs.

• Security, if unusual system behavior indicates that the
hosting infrastructure has been compromised.

• Consolidation based on resource usage distribution, to
reduce power consumption by moving services from
under-loaded nodes.

B. Placement

During the placement process, the destination node for the
migrated instance is selected, and in the case of a SFC, the
inbound and outbound virtual links of the migrated instances
also need to be mapped again. This process is very similar to
classic node and link mapping, which has been extensively
explored in the literature [68], but as detailed in Section
III-D, multiple migration-specific optimization objectives and
constraints need to be taken into account additionally.

C. Migration Scheme Selection
Once the migration timing and target have been selected,

the VM/container files and current state need to be saved and
transmitted over the network to the destination node according
to a selected scheme. Then, the service is resumed, the user
traffic is redirected to the new instance, the original instance
is deleted, and the resources are freed on the source node.

Multiple migration techniques have been proposed for both
VMs and containers. Each method targets different metrics and
has its own advantages and drawbacks. Thus, the appropriate
technique depends on the service’s constraints and priorities,
as well as multiple factors that can affect migration, such as
the VM/container size, network bandwidth, or page dirtying
rate [22], [24], [69]. Furthermore, certain methods require
additional parameters to be optimized, for instance, the number
of iterations for the pre-copy live migration, as shown in the
following.

Service migration methods can be classified into two types:
stateful and stateless. Stateless migration concerns services
that have no running state and do not keep any session
information, meaning that services can be simply deployed
by starting new instances on the destination nodes. Stateful
migration, however, is more challenging, as it requires state
information to be preserved and transferred to the destination
node to resume the service. Most contributions in the literature
focus on stateful migration since stateless migration only
consists of stopping the instance at the source node and
restarting it from scratch at the destination node without
preserving the current running state. Therefore, the scope of
this survey is limited to stateful migration due to its complexity
and challenges.

Multiple strategies have been proposed for stateful migra-
tion as shown in Figure 4:

1) Cold migration: Where the original instance is
stopped/frozen, then its state is dumped and transferred over
the network, and the new instance is resumed on the desti-
nation node once the state has been completely transferred.
Using this approach, the service downtime is equal to the
total migration time, and the service is unreachable during
the whole migration process.

2) Live migration: Which aims to minimize downtime,
by keeping the instance running during most of the data
transmission process. Multiple methods can be used:

With the pre-copy method [70], the whole state is saved and
iteratively transferred. At each iteration, the memory pages
modified during the previous iteration (called dirty pages) are
copied to update the instance state. Once a predefined number
of iterations has been reached, the instance is stopped, and
the remaining dirty pages are transferred. However, a number
of memory pages might be transferred several times if they
are modified during multiple iterations, which increases the
amount of transferred data and the total migration time that
becomes non-deterministic. The pre-copy method is the most
commonly used live migration technique and is implemented
on most popular hypervisors such as VMware ESXi, Microsoft
Hyper-V, Xen, and KVM [71].



Fig. 4: Overview of the Different Migration Strategies

In contrast, the post-copy method [72] differentiates be-
tween execution state and memory pages by migrating them in
separate phases. The instance is first stopped at the beginning
of the process, and only the execution state is transferred.
The instance is then resumed, and the memory pages are
transferred only once, when required by the new instance
during its runtime, thus reducing data transmission load and
cost. However, service disruption might be caused by missing
pages during the instance execution, and resources at the
source node are not released when the new instance is resumed
due to the incomplete transmission process. In fact, the original
instance must be kept on the source node until all of the faulted
pages have been transferred, otherwise causing loss of data,
which means that resources are reserved both at the source
and destination nodes for a longer period.

The hybrid method aims to combine both previous methods
[73]. It first dumps and copies the execution and memory
state for a limited number of iterations to reduce the network
overhead compared to the pre-copy method. Then, the instance
is stopped, and the modified execution state is transferred to
the target node before resuming the instance. Then finally, the
faulted memory pages are transferred on demand. Compared
to the post-copy method, the number of faulty pages is sig-
nificantly reduced since most memory pages were transmitted
during the pre-dump phase, and only the dirtied pages require
transmission.

More recently, new contributions introduced another level
of granularity by proposing application-aware approaches that
consider application types and context. One proposal is to cat-
egorize transferred data according to their access frequencies,
and the least accessed data would then be migrated in priority,
as the probability of dirty pages and re-transmission is lower
[74]. Another proposed optimization approach is to identify the
core state needed by the application to initialize, and migrate it
in priority (or in advance when possible) to reduce downtime
[75]. Additionally, multiple SDN-based frameworks have also
been elaborated to coordinate application state transfer by

dynamically selecting the appropriate network paths for data
transfer flows [76], or through flow prioritization [77]. Other
frameworks aimed to reduce the volume of transferred data
using distributed databases [78], or using compact statelets
[79].

D. Optimization Objectives

Additional to the service’s KPIs that should be maintained
to avoid SLA violations, all of the steps in migration planning
should optimize metrics that are specific to the migration
process:

• Migration cost, which encompasses the cost of transmit-
ting data over the network links, the additional cost of
deploying services on the destination nodes and redirect-
ing traffic, and possible penalties from SLA violations
occurring during the migration process.

• Total migration time, which is the duration from the
moment when migration is initiated, to the moment
when the data has been completely transmitted to the
destination node, and deleted from the host node.

• Service downtime, the duration for which the service is
unreachable, which is critical for URLLC services.

• Network load, which is the amount of data transmitted
over the network during migration, which is an important
metric in bandwidth-constrained networks.

• Energy, which is the amount of energy that has been con-
sumed due to the migration process. Additional to data
transmission energy consumption, the original instance
is kept running on the source node until the instance at
the target node is ready, thus consuming energy at both
nodes.

IV. MACHINE LEARNING

Owing to substantial advancements in computing capabili-
ties and the growing volumes of generated and available data,
recent years have witnessed a growing interest in ML and
its applications in a wide range of research areas. Indeed,
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Fig. 5: Relevant Neural Network Architectures

ML techniques give computing systems the ability to derive
policies, recognize patterns and extract features without being
explicitly programmed for those tasks; the learned knowledge
is then applied to process new data. ML techniques are
generally divided into three types: Supervised, Unsupervised,
and Reinforcement Learning.

A. Supervised and Unsupervised Learning

In Supervised Learning, pairs of input x and ground-truth
output y are provided to train the model, then, the model is
used to predict the value of y for a different set of inputs while
minimizing a loss function that penalizes prediction errors
[80]. In Supervised Learning, input data must be labelled,
which requires a pre-processing step to extract features, which
is generally performed manually, and requires a detailed
knowledge of data. The main applications for Supervised
Learning are classification, where one class is selected among
a finite set, and regression, where the output is a continuous
number. Algorithms from the regression class such as Linear
Regression (RL) are mainly used for the prediction and
recommendation systems. Conversely, Unsupervised Learning
takes unlabeled data as input, and infers data distributions by
detecting similarities between data points [81]. It is mainly
used for clustering, by grouping similar data points into a pre-
defined number of homogeneous classes, outlier detection to
isolate anomalies, and feature extraction to automate the pre-
processing step of Supervised Learning [82]. Both techniques
can be combined in Semi-Supervised Learning by using both
labeled and unlabeled data for training [83].

B. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning is inspired by human learning,
where the agent learns behavior through its interactions with
the environment by evaluating selected actions according to
the observed outcomes.

Given an observation of the environment’s current state st,
the agent outputs an action at, then receives the new state of
the environment st+1, and a reward or penalty rt depending
on the outcome of that action. Thus, through a feedback loop
with the environment and by exploring the set of possible
actions, the agent learns a policy that aims to maximize its
cumulative reward by selecting the best-evaluated action for
each given state based on previous experience. The agent can
also dynamically respond to observed changes by continually

adjusting its policy. When the state space for a problem is
finite, the state action transitions can be modeled using a
MDP, and the optimal policy can be constructed through
basic Dynamic Programming (DP) methods such as Policy
Iteration (PI) or Value Iteration (VI) when the state transition
probabilities are known or using more sophisticated model-free
RL algorithms such as Q-learning, SARSA, or Monte-Carlo
where policies are improved and evaluated through direct
interactions with the environment [18].

C. Deep Learning

A more advanced field of ML uses Neural Networks (NN)
for training in more complex problems. NNs are composed
of multiple layers of neurons that are interconnected using
weighted links: The input layer receives input data, the output
layer returns the inference results, and intermediate layers
are called hidden layers. The number of hidden layers in a
NN defines its depth, and NNs that comprise more than one
hidden layer are called Deep Neural Networks (DNN). Each
link between neurons of successive layers is characterized by
weights a and b. During inference, for each value z received as
input by a neuron from the previous layer, the neuron applies
the weights a and b associated with that link (a ∗ z + b). The
weighted inputs for each neuron are then summed, and the
result is passed through a non-linear activation function such
as sigmoid, tanh, or ReLU before being transmitted to the
linked neurons in the following layer [17], [84]. Inference is
usually performed by forward propagation through the network
layers, and learning is performed by updating the link weights
using a backpropagation mechanism by calculating a loss
function derivative. Multiple methods for DRL can be found
in the literature (i.e., Feedforward, Recurrent, and Convolu-
tional NNs, Deep Belief Networks, Generative Adversarial
Networks, Deep RL). For the reader’s convenience, Table III
includes a taxonomy of the relevant ML methods.

1) Feed-forward Neural Networks: Or Multi-Layer Percep-
tron (MLP) is the default architecture for NNs, where the
output of each layer is directly fed to the next one, without
additional computation as shown in Figure 5a.

2) Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN): Introduce recursion
in the hidden layers by feeding the output of a layer back into
previous layers as shown in Figure 5b. RNNs are particularly
useful for processing sequences of data, such as text, speech,
or time series, but suffer from a vanishing gradient issue,



TABLE III: Deep Learning Taxonomy

DL Method Concept Main Algorithms Use Cases Use for service migration

Recurrent
NNs

The output of a layer can
be fed back to its input, or

the input of a previous layer
LSTM, GRU Data sequence processing,

time-series-based prediction.
Predicting when migration

will be needed.

Convolutional
NNs

Use convolutional and
pooling layers to reduce

input dimension and extract
features.

CNN
Problems with large

input dimensions such
as computer vision

Migration trigger prediction
and placement decision.

Deep
Reinforcement

Learning

Use feedback from the
environment to improve the
decision policy of the NNs.

DQN, DDPG,
A2C, A3C Learning decision policies Learning a policy for

migration target selection.

which can be solved using Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
[85] units composed of memory cells, input, output and forget
gates or Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [86] composed of the
reset and update gates. These architectures allow the RNN to
efficiently learn long-term dependencies.

3) Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN): Illustrated in
Figure 5c, are generally used to process inputs with larger size
or dimensionality, such as images. Complexity in those cases
is reduced by adding two types of layers to the architecture:
convolutional layers that compress input size by extracting
features and pooling layers that combine the previous layer’s
input by computing the maximum or average value [87].

4) Deep Reinforcement Learning: Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) methods rely on using DNNs for RL by
training them using feedback from the environment, where
the DNN gradually adjusts its weights depending on the
returned rewards and penalties [88]. Once the model has
been properly trained, it can provide near-optimal solutions
in a short time, which makes DRL particularly suitable for
real-time service orchestration and management [34]. Popular
DRL approaches include value-based methods such as Deep
Q-Networks (DQN) [89], and policy-based methods such as
Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) [90], Asynchronous Advantage
Actor Critic (A3C) [90], or Deep Deterministic Policy Gradi-
ent (DDPG) [91]. Figure 6 illustrates the difference between
value-based and policy-based Actor-Critic methods. Value-
based methods are mainly used for discreet action spaces,
where the Neural Network takes the state as input and outputs
the Q value, which corresponds to the expected cumulated
reward for each possible action. In comparison, the Actor-
Critic methods are employed for continuous action spaces and
use two separate neural networks: The actor network’s input
is the state, while the outputs are the exact action values. The
critic provides the Q value for that state and action pair. While
the actor network generates the actions that should be enforced
in the environment, the critic network’s role is to evaluate (i.e.
criticize) the actions by measuring the value function of those
actions, so that they can be adjusted accordingly.

V. MIGRATION TRIGGER

As discussed earlier, the migration trigger is the step in
the planning process to determine the appropriate moment
for starting service migration. Migration can be triggered

Fig. 6: Comparison between value-based and Actor-Critic
Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms

reactively by taking into account the current service state or
proactively by forecasting different events that can potentially
provoke QoE degradation in services, such as user mobility,
workload peaks, or hardware failures. In this survey, prediction
contributions are classified in terms of look-ahead window size
as the following: short term for a few seconds up to less than
5 minutes, mid term for up to a couple of hours, and long
term for higher.



TABLE IV: Summary of mobility prediction references (Section VII.A)
Ref. Prediction target Method NN Architecture Dataset Results

Sh
or

t
te

rm

[92] Future app. specification
(includes user position)

Matrix
Completion [93] -

Combination of 3 datasets
for vehicular and pedestrian

mobility (2011,2017)
Estimation error of < 20%

[94] Edge cloud visit
probability of subscribers

Mixture Density
NN [95]

4 layers: 512, 128,
12, RMSProp

Geolife, pedestrian GPS
coordinates of 182 users
over 5 years (2007-2012)

Accuracy > 95 %

[96] Distribution of mobile users
and resource demands ConvLSTM

2 ConvLSTM layers
with 200 filters, each

followed by batch
normalization

GPS of 100 taxis in Rome
over one month (2014)

MSE less than 5%, ConvLSTM
outperforms LSTM with attention

[97] Future sequence of user
locations LSTM

Embedding and projection
layers: 1024 neurons.

Hidden layer: 256 neurons

Human mobility traces
from CRAWDAD NCSU

data set (2009)
Average latency reduced by 15%

[98] Density distribution of users LSTM and GRU 2,3, and 4 layers
of 50 neurons each

Vehicle trace generated
using SUMO LSTM accuracy around 85%

[99] Handover probabilities
to neighboring eNBs

GRU-based
RNN, CNN,

Markov Chain

6 layers: 2 GRU layers
of 20 neurons, 2 convolutional

with batch normalization,
2 dropout layers

300 vehicle traces
generated using SUMO Accuracy of over 95%

[100] User’s next cell CNN
2 convolution layers
with 128 filters then

2 fully connected

San Francisco taxi dataset
(GPS of 536 taxis over

30 days in 2009)
QoS violations reduced by 15%

Sh
or

t
an

d
m

id
-t

er
m [101] Single and group user

trajectory prediction LSTM
Set using Neural

Architecture Search
and Transfer Learning

GPS coordinates of 100
users over 2 years

(2009-2011)
Accuracy of 60-90%

[102]
Vehicular cloud availability

to user before migration
is required

LR combined
with NNs

One layer of
200 neurons

54000 samples of software-
generated vehicular traffic Precision of 93%

M
id

te
rm [103] Vehicular User

route trajectory SVM - Generated, observations from 5
users over 60 days

Very high accuracy
(almost 100%)

L
on

g
te

rm [104] User positions Factor Graph
Learning -

Dataset of locations and social
behaviour of a 100 users on a
social network app for 20 days

94% Precision,
7% more than SVM

A. Mobility Prediction

User mobility prediction has been extensively studied in
the literature due to mobile operators’ need to anticipate
future user movements and trigger handover or radio resource
reservation in a proactive manner [105]–[107]. As MEC
brought computation closer to users, and as shown in the
use case example in Section II-B1, service migration became
a requirement for user mobility support in next-generation
networks. On the other hand, proactively starting the migration
process can reduce QoE degradation but requires an accurate
prediction of the user’s future positions. Indeed, as shown
in the study by Gilly et al. [108], mobility prediction errors
have a linear effect on the average delay for MEC users post-
migration.

Thus, multiple works have included ML-based mobility pre-
diction into their migration schemes to improve performance,
as illustrated in Table IV.

In terms of input data used to train the algorithms, the
datasets differed depending on whether the objective was to
predict user [94], [96], [97], [101], [104] or vehicle mo-
bility [98]–[100], [102], [103], or both [92]. Contributions
that targeted vehicular mobility mainly relied on recorded
taxi traces from cities such as San Francisco and Rome,
or software-generated samples, while user mobility leveraged
various mobility traces spanning months to multiple years.
One observation is that apart from the New York taxi mobility
traces [109] used in [92], all of the other datasets comprise
less recent traces that have been collected between 2007 and
2014.
A few contributions combined mobility data with additional

information to improve prediction quality. Indeed, the solution
presented in [104] is able to achieve similar performance
with data from only 20 days by also considering the social
behaviour of users, which provides additional insights on their
future mobility. Similarly, Rago et al. [96] predict the distri-
bution of mobile users on available edge clouds, but also their
resource demands in terms of communication and computing.
The authors argue that this joint prediction allows the MEC
orchestrator to perform predictive resource allocation more
accurately by accounting for changes in resource demands.

Looking at the window size for prediction, it can be noticed
that most of the surveyed papers targeted a short term window
size by predicting the position of the user or vehicle in the next
few time steps, with fairly high accuracy values reaching 80
to over 95%. However, short term prediction, especially when
targeting the immediate next time-step, would not be sufficient
to perform migration early enough to prevent disruption of
services.

A majority of the surveyed contributions used NN and
RNN-based ML methods such as LSTM, GRU, and Convo-
lutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) [110] with a variety of Neural
Network architecture configurations in terms of depth and
number of neurons. Zhao et al. [101] set the hyper-parameters
of the LSTM prediction agent (i.e., NN depth, layer size,
connections) using the RL-based Neural Architecture Search
framework [111], and by using Transfer Learning (TL) from
previously tested parameter configurations as a teacher to
accelerate the learning process. Fattore et al. [98] also test
multiple values for the number of layers for LSTM and
GRU models, and conclude that for the specific input dataset



and prediction target, LSTM with 3 layers provided the
best results, while training significantly faster than the GRU
equivalent architecture (20 to 120% depending on depth).

A few papers combined mobility prediction with migration
target selection, by using the future position of users to deter-
mine the closest edge clouds and select the most appropriate
one for migration. To cope with cases where the predicted
positions are not accurate, Dalgkitsis et al. [100] introduce a
confidence level metric for the predicted next edge clouds,
depending on which the service instance is either directly
migrated to only one edge cloud, or duplicated and placed
on multiple edge clouds; then only one instance is kept post-
handover. In the same vein, Labriji et al. [99] predict handover
probabilities to neighboring eNBs that are assumed to be co-
located with MEC Edge platforms hosting services, which
means that the migration destination can be inferred from
the obtained predictions. At each handover event, multiple
strategies are used for service migration: (1) full replication,
where the VM is migrated to all of the neighboring MEC
nodes, (2) a single replication, where the target is the one with
the highest handover probability or (3) a proposed strategy that
optimizes the number of replications.

On the other hand, longer term predictions are more chal-
lenging compared to short term but allow migration planning
ahead of time, as well as migration scheduling optimization.
By forecasting a bigger part of the user or vehicle’s trajectory,
it may be possible to select more optimal targets that the user
can attach to for a longer period instead of only migrating
to the cloud immediately next to the source. In the long run,
such strategies would help reduce the number of migrations
and thus minimize the impact on QoS.

Kuruvatti et al. [103] used Support Vector Machines (SVM)
to predict mid-term vehicular routes, which is not as granular
as GPS positions, but considering that road maps are known,
it can still be sufficient to foresee whether or not the vehicle
is expected to leave the coverage area of its current serving
edge cloud. However, the dataset used to train the SVM model
was comprised of observations of only 5 users, which is not
sufficiently representative. As illustrated in Figure 7, Wu et al.
[104] combine mobility information and social data to forecast
future positions for service migration in MEC using a Fac-
tor Graph Learning coupled with selective feature extraction
using the ReliefF [112] algorithm to reduce complexity. As
mentioned earlier, by correlating mobility and social data, the
proposed solution is able to achieve performance for long term
prediction that is similar to those obtained by other solutions
for the short term, with a significantly smaller training dataset.

B. Workload Forecasting

Effective workload forecasting allows the early detection of
future over-loaded hosts that might not be able to support VM
scaling, or under-loaded hosts, in which case a consolidation
process would allow for more energy-efficient service place-
ment.

The work conducted by Manzano et al. [115] proposes a
methodology for evaluating the impact of ML-based overload

Fig. 7: Relevant feature extraction and social data correlation
for user position prediction in [104]

prediction methods on VM migration performance. Multi-
ple methods based on Linear Regression, Neural Networks,
LSTM, Simple Moving Average (SMA) and SVM algorithms
are evaluated using performance metrics for migration such
as energy consumption, SLA violations, and performance
degradation. The results show the importance of accurate
workload prediction for increased performance in the VM
migration process. The contributions that used ML to perform
workload forecasting for service migration are listed in Table
V.

The input datasets used to train the prediction models
are mainly based on real-world traces. In particular, many
contributions used datasets pulled from the CoMon monitoring
system [136], which provides realtime monitoring data from
the PlanetLab platform, a real-world network that comprises
over 1000 nodes spanning over 40 countries. However, the
CoMon project is not active anymore, an interesting alternative
would be the Measurement Lab (M-Lab) project [137], which
is a similar open distributed server platform that provides
detailed measurement data. A few works also used measure-
ments from large clusters made available by companies such
as Google [128], [130], Hadoop [126], and Ali-Baba [117], or
from operator backbone links [120], [132], [133]. A minority
generated synthetic samples from simulations or from existing
signals.

It can also be noticed that different from mobility prediction
that used traces collected over multiple years, workload pre-
diction uses input traces that are much smaller. Indeed, traffic
loads usually have a cyclic nature, where service demands
fluctuate depending on the time of the day and also differ
between weekdays and weekends.

The main prediction targets are future CPU usage and traffic
load, with the exception of [117], [118], and [130] that also
considered memory and bandwidth usage.

Similar to mobility prediction, workload forecasting con-
tributions also mainly focus on the short term time window.
Among those short term contributions, RNN-based methods
are used the most, with different variants and optimizations.
In [129], different LSTM variants were tested (LSTM, bi-
LSTM, bi-LSTM+, CAT-LSTM) with and without attention,
with similar results for all configurations. Duggan et al. [131]
analyze the maximum number of time-steps for which the



TABLE V: Summary of workload forecasting references(Section VII.B)
Ref. Prediction target Method NN Architecture Dataset Results
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[113] VM CPU usage LR - 5 days from Planetlab

(On-demand) 2% less SLA violations than static rule

[114] VM CPU load LR with error
estimation - 3 days from PlanetLab

(On-demand) SLA violations reduced to < 1%

[115] CPU utilization LR, NNs, LSTM,SVM
Simple Moving Average

3 layers of
100 neurons PlanetLab (On-demand) SMA (non-trainable) and

LSTM had the best performance

[116] Future host load Binary decision tree classifier - 3 days from PlanetLab
(On-demand) + random Similar to [114]

[117]
Host usage for
CPU, memory,

bandwidth
Hybrid kernel based SVR -

Ali-Baba data set (1300
machines during 12h)

(2017)
Mean Absolute Percentage Error < 1%

[118]
SFC requirements
in CPU, memory,

bandwidth
Deep Belief Networks [119]

5 layers:
60-128-32-16-6

neurons

10k generated samples
(superposition of sinusoidal

and cosine signals)
RMSE < 0.16

[120] Traffic load
fluctuation

Gaussian Process
Regression [121] and change

point detection [122]
-

Two 48h-long traces from
internet backbone link

(2018,2019)
Average prediction error of 0.13

[123] Future CPU
usage New Linear Regression - 4 days of PlanetLab

(on-demand)
50x less energy and SLA violations

than threshold

[124] Resource usage
patterns

Linear Regression, MLP,
SVR, Decision Tree Regression,

Boosted Decision Tree Regression
2 layers 5 days of PlanetLab

(on-demand) MLP had the lowest MSE (< 2%)

[125] Location-aware
workload Multivariate LSTM One layer of

50 neurons

San Francisco and Rome
taxi traces (35 days)

(2008,2014)

Accuracy improvement of > 40%
compared to location-unaware ARIMA

[126] Node workload Auto-regressive Modeling,
SVR, NN, LWR

One layer of
10 neurons

Google Cluster trace,
OLTP, Hadoop

(2008,2011,2012)

LWR MSE is less than 0.3,
NN performed the worst

[127] CPU utilization RNN with PSO,DE, CMA-ES One layer of
3 neurons

8 days of PlanetLab
(on-demand)

MSE of 4% for 1 step ahead, 9% for 4
(PSO,DE, CMA-ES more accurate

than backpropagation)

[128] CPU, memory,
disk usage WMA, ESA, HWM, AR, NN One layer of

3 neurons Google workload (2012) Reduced energy consumption,
number of migrations

[129] CPU Usage LSTM, bi-LSTM,
bi-LSTM+, CAT-LSTM 6 LSTM layers 12h of data generated

from deployed SFCs
RMSE reduced from 29 in simple
historical sequence to 7 with SFC

Sh
or

t,
m

id
te

rm [130] Resource usage Multiple Linear Regression -
24h from Google Cluster
dataset (12k machines)

(2016)

Accuracy of 99% for very short
term, 95% for short term,

90-93% for mid-term

[131] Host CPU
consumption RNN One layer of

3 neurons
10 days of PlanetLab

(on-demand) MSE < 0.05 for up to 15 minutes
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[132],
[133]

Future host
capacity

DNN composed of 3D-CNNs
and fully connected layers

3 layers:
3×3×3 kernel,
6×6×6 kernel,

dropout

2 months of measurement
from a major operator in a
large metropolitan region

<1% of un-serviced demand
for all time windows

[134],
[135] Traffic volume

Deep Spatio-Temporal NN
(Fusing ConvLSTMs
and 3D-ConvNets)

Fusion of 3
ConvNet layers
and ConvLSTM

twice

7 week data trace
from the city of

Milan (2015)

Up to 35 % less error than ARIMA
for mid and long term. In

short term, ARIMA performed
equally, sometimes better

prediction accuracy is acceptable. The authors train an RNN
using the Back-Propagation-Through-Time (BPTT) algorithm
instead of the vanilla backpropagation and observe that the
model can accurately predict CPU consumption 15 minutes
into the future. To maximize prediction accuracy, Mason et
al. [127] use RNNs to predict host CPU consumption where
RNN weights are determined using swarm and evolutionary
optimization algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [138], Differential Evolution (DE) [139] and Covari-
ance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES)
[140].

On the other hand, and despite their simplicity, statistical
and regression-based methods such as Simple Moving Av-
erage, Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA),
simple/multiple Linear Regression, Support Vector Regression
(SVR), and Locally weighted linear regression (LWR) (which
don’t require an intensive training phase) achieve similar,
sometimes better performances than more elaborate DL meth-
ods such as NNs and LSTM for the short term time window.
One exception is the work done in [125] where location-
aware Multivariate LSTM performs better than location-

unaware ARIMA. However, NN performance is bound to
the specific architecture/hyperparameter configuration that has
been implemented, as well as the input dataset. Thus this
conclusion cannot be generalized. Nevertheless, Regression-
based methods require less computation and demonstrate a
good performance overall, which makes them an interesting
alternative to NN-based models for short term prediction.

In terms of NN architecture, it can be seen that generally,
RNNs with one hidden layer, sometimes with as little as
3 neurons, can have a similar performance as a NN of 3
layers with 100 neurons each on the same dataset (PlanetLab).
It is, therefore, not necessary to use deeper neural network
architectures to obtain a good performance in short term load
prediction.

In contrast, mid and long term predictions have not been
as extensively explored as short term. Evaluation results in
[130] show that Multiple LR performs well for mid-term with
an accuracy of 90-93%, while the authors of [134], [135]
demonstrate that Regression methods are not efficient for long
term prediction, with a mean error multiplied by a factor
of 4 to 5. Instead, the proposed ConvLSTM-based solution



achieves higher performance with 35% less error. Similarly,
the solution in [132], [133] leverages a Deep Spatio-Temporal
Neural network (D-STN) [135], which is composed of an
encoder with a stack of 3D-CNNs and ConvLSTMs to forecast
future host capacity, with a result of under 1% of un-serviced
demands for all time windows.
Although NN-based prediction methods are more complex
than Linear Regression, they prove more efficient in medium
and long-term prediction, which allows better-informed deci-
sions in the long run.

Another observation is that adding context information and
correlating data can improve overall performance. Kim et al.
[129] used dependencies between VNFs in SFCs to predict
future CPU usage, which achieves a significant error reduction
compared to using a simple historical data sequence. Nguyen
et al. [125] also aimed to predict location-aware workload
by using mobility data to predict future workload based on
the workload of nearby edge data-centers, which improves
accuracy. Bega et al. [133] provide a context-aware prediction
solution by considering traffic from different types of services
(i.e. Youtube, Snapchat, Facebook).

C. Failure Prediction

In high-availability systems, anomaly detection and predic-
tion is a critical process for failure mitigation and avoidance.
ML techniques and particularly DL methods have proven their
efficiency in addressing this challenge [141], and as illustrated
in Table VI, multiple works perform failure detection either
from workload metrics or from log messages to proactively
trigger migration from the future faulty nodes to healthier
ones. Failure prediction is different from mobility and load
prediction in the sense that the latter forecasts continuous
values, and performances are evaluated by calculating the
error. In contrast, failure prediction output is a discrete value
(i.e., whether or not there would be a failure during the targeted
look-ahead window). In that case, it is important to reduce
false negatives (measured using recall) where an upcoming
failure is not detected, but also false positives (measured
using accuracy/precision) that lead to unnecessary migrations.
Thus, to have an accurate performance evaluation of failure
prediction, it is important to measure precision together with
recall or calculate the F1 score that uses both.

Another difference is the availability of training datasets.
Indeed, it is difficult to obtain balanced datasets because
failures are fairly rare due to the high availability requirements
in computer systems. Furthermore, as pointed out by [142],
there is a lack of best practices for logging failures and creating
datasets.

Two types of datasets were used: performance metric traces
[143]–[147], and log messages [148]–[151].
In the first category, multiple performance metrics such as
CPU and memory usage, disk-level sensor data, or system-
level signals are examined to detect performance degradation
or other early signs of failure to determine the nodes that are
most likely to fail in the future. Li et al. [146] use monitoring
data from Ali-Baba data-centers to predict failures in the

short, mid, and long term. The proposed solution includes
an AIOps pipeline which comprises a pre-processing phase
of training data where feature engineering extracts relevant
features, a ML model training phase that also includes hyper-
parameter tuning, and an evaluation phase. Lin et al. [147]
perform training in two phases: in the first phase, a Bi-
LSTM model is trained using temporal data, and a second
Random Forest model is trained using spatial data to detect
node dependencies. In the second phase, a ranking model is
trained using the intermediate results from the previous models
to produce a ranking of nodes that are the most likely to
experience failures. The obtained results surpass those of a
vanilla LSTM. Haghshenas et al. [143] use a Multi-Agent
ML-Based approach by training Q-learning on each server.
The learned strategy aims to minimize faults but also energy
consumption through consolidation.

Fewer works used log messages, which require text pro-
cessing to analyze application logs and detect patterns leading
to failure events. Das et al. [150] leverage the Time-Based
Phrases extraction mechanism to analyze noisy system log
messages and identify successive and correlated time-based
events that indicate a likely node failure in supercomputers,
and thus predict node shutdowns ahead of time and improve
resilience. The authors also observe and discuss the effects
of different types of node failures on system performance.
Nam et al. [151] use a CNN model to predict future VM
failures by analyzing log messages and detecting early fault
messages after a pre-processing phase using log-based word
embedding and pre-failure tagging techniques. The model then
outputs a probability of failure after a certain time for each
VM. Although accuracy was satisfactory for the CNN model,
the F1 score was at 67% at best, which means that many failure
events were not correctly predicted due to false negatives.
In contrast, time-based phrase extraction and LSTM-based
models showcased high values for both accuracy and recall,
even for longer term prediction. However, it is not possible to
derive conclusions due to the small number of contributions
and the difference in datasets used as input.

D. Reactive Migration Trigger

In contrast with the previous subsections that mentioned
prediction contributions for proactive migration, a smaller
set of works tackled reactive migration by selecting the ap-
propriate timing to trigger the process. Almost all of them
employed RL methods to learn the appropriate strategy using
data generated randomly [152], from experiments [71], [153],
or using different mathematical models [154]–[156].

Elsaid et al. [71], [153] use Regression to predict live
migration time, power consumption, and the network overhead
of migrating a VM to a certain node depending on the VM
size and workload. These predicted metrics are then used to
determine the appropriate time to trigger the migration process
for one or multiple VMs in parallel, which reduced migration
time by up to 50%.

In [157], the authors propose a migration decision algorithm
that determines whether to trigger the migration or not for



TABLE VI: Summary of failure detection references (Section VII.C)

Ref. Method NN Architecture Prediction input Results
Sh
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[143] Multi-agent
Q-learning -

Host performance metrics,
5 days from PlanetLab

(On demand)
SLA violations reduced to 12%

[145]
FastTree,

RandomForest,
SVM

-
Disk and system-level

data, 1 month real-world data
from a large-scale cloud (2017)

FastTree has 20% increased
true positive rate compared

to SVM, RandomForest

[144] LSTM, Bi-LSTM 2 layers of 100
Cluster performance metrics,

Bitbrains dataset (2 months of
CPU and memory usage in 2014)

Accuracy of 95% for CPU,
97% for memory

[142] Chained NNs 6 NNs with a 52
neuron hidden layer

MOGON HPC failure
traces (2019)

Prediction of 73.02 % of
failure events, and almost

no false positive

[147]
Bi-LSTM,

Random Forest,
Ranking Model

One dense layer
of 128 neurons after

input layer of bi-LSTMs

Fault data, 3 datasets of
1 month (2017)

92% Precision and F1
score of 75%, better than

LSTM (72, 60)

[148] Two-phase LSTM 2 hidden layers
Cray: Logs of 4 systems over

8-12 months, 1800 to 6500
nodes (2017)

84% precision, 87% recall,
85% F1 score

[151] CNN Convolution, max pool,
dropout

Log data collected from
Openstack testbed
(600 data points)

Accuracy 95%, F1 score was
67% at best

M
id

,l
on

g
te

rm

[150] Time-Based
Phrases extraction -

Cray: Job logs from 3
systems over 8-18 months
(total of 13k nodes) (2017)

> 83% recall and
> 98% precision

[146] LSTM, MING,
Random Forest

Set using random search
for each scenario

Monitoring data from
Ali-Baba DC over 6 months Area Under the Curve 0.9

each time-step in a mobility in MEC scenario, which allows
a reward improvement of up to 75% compared to a static
decision policy. In addition, the authors also study the impact
of migration costs and resource demands on the decision
strategy. Duggan et al. [154] investigate the network resource
aspect of migration, and propose a solution to schedule VM
migrations during peak loads. In this context, a Q-Learning
agent is trained to determine the migration timing (migrate or
delay) for a group of VMs from over-utilized hosts depending
on bandwidth availability to transfer migration data.
Zangiabady et al. [155] propose a self-adaptive service migra-
tion mechanism where the decision is made to either trigger
service migration or not with the goal of minimizing the
number of migrations while increasing the number of accepted
service requests.

Peng et al. [158] propose a DRL-based decision strat-
egy learning method for service migration in MEC-enabled
vehicular networks. The model is trained using DQN to
decide whether a service should be migrated following the
user’s mobility, while taking into account the cost and QoS
requirements. The obtained decision strategy allows further
QoS improvements compared to the VI solution in [61].
Furthermore, the work studies the effect of vehicle’s velocity
and the memory dirty rate on the service’s performance
and the observed QoS metrics. Likewise, Park et al. [156]
formalize service migration in MEC by considering multiple
metrics such as migration cost, transaction cost, or energy
consumption. In the proposed solution, a DQN model that
includes convolutional layers (CNN) is trained using different
layer numbers (1-3) to determine whether to migrate a service
or not, depending on the distance between a user and the MEC

server where the service is currently deployed. Results showed
that little reward improvement was obtained (up to 3%) with
no impact from the number of layers. Lan et al. [152] study
reactive and proactive migration schemes with the goal of
minimizing latency and resource consumption by training a
DRL model using DDPG to select either a proactive or reactive
migration decision and its resource allocation. The model’s
performance is evaluated using multiple learning rate values.

Nonetheless, reactive migration timing takes away the ad-
vantage given by prediction, which allows scheduling and
starting the migration process in advance to reduce the impact
on services.

E. Discussion

This section described the contributions that employed ML
to predict in advance the events that trigger migration, as
well as reactive approaches. The mobility prediction literature
mainly focused on predicting future user positions, trajec-
tories, or distributions to proactively migrate services in a
MEC context. In workload forecasting, the surveyed works
predicted the future request load or VM or host resource
usage (mainly focusing on CPU) as the metrics that reflect
the future workload status. Those predicted values are used
to detect over-loaded or under-loaded nodes and perform
proactive migration with the objective of performing dynamic
resource provisioning and consolidation. In failure prediction,
the studied contributions aimed to improve service availability
by predicting future node failures using log messages or
performance metrics. It could be seen that there are relatively
few contributions that considered failure prediction. However,
service failure prevention is crucial to ensure high reliability



TABLE VII: Summary of reactive migration trigger references(Section VII.D)

Ref. Input Data Method NN Architecture Objective Main findings
L

oa
d M

L [153], [71] From experiment Regression - Time, network
congestion

Timing optimization reduced
migration time by up to 50%

R
L

[154] Generated,
triangular wave Q-Learning - Bandwidth usage Migration time reduced by 27%

[155] Generated,
Poisson distribution Q-Learning - Cost, request

acceptance Profit increase of up to 40%

M
ob

ili
ty R
L

[157] Generated Q-Learning - Cost, QoS Total reward improvement of up
to 75% compared to static policy

[159], [61] Generated VI - Cost, QoS Service disruption time 50-500ms
depending on distance to target

D
R

L [158] Not specified DQN Not specified Cost, QoS Improved QoS compared to [61]

[156] Random walk DQN, CNN 1,2,3 layers Cost, energy Layer number had no impact,
reward improvement of up to 3%

[152] Random DDPG One layer Latency, resource
usage, cost Cost reduced by > 50%

Fig. 8: Classification of the surveyed prediction works in terms
of time window and used methods

for mission-critical applications such as V2X or Industry
4.0 services, as service failures have important repercussions.
Failure prediction is especially important since failure-related
service migration is mainly performed proactively. Indeed,
the source node might not be operational/reachable once the
hardware failure has occurred. Additionally, it was noted that
balanced failure log datasets are lacking, which makes failure
prediction more difficult. Thus, more work is needed in that
specific direction.

Moreover, for all prediction targets, most contributions
relied on RNNs, and LSTM in particular, followed by different
Regression methods and NNs with satisfactory results. It could
be seen that Regression methods exhibited similar if not
improved performances compared to RNN when predicting
future short term loads, with reduced complexity. However,
Regression performance dropped when moving to longer look-
ahead windows, where LSTM showed robust results.

Furthermore, it was shown that deeper Neural Networks are
not always more effective for short term load prediction, as
models with only one hidden layer were able to achieve very

high precision values. In contrast, for longer term prediction,
deeper architectures were used. Nonetheless, the optimal set
of hyper-parameter is different for each problem and dataset,
and multiple combinations should be tested during training.

More recent models such as the attention-based Transformer
[160] might also be worth exploring. Indeed, although it has
been mainly used for Natural Language Processing (NLP) with
popular implementations such as the BERT [161] and GPT-
3 [162] models, recent applications to time-series forecasting
have shown promising results [163], [164]. This method would
be particularly interesting for failure prediction if applied to
analyzing textual log messages.

In terms of input data, it could be seen that many real-
world datasets and platforms are made available for workload
metrics, while failure logs and recent pedestrian and vehicular
mobility traces are harder to find. Another key takeaway is
that in many cases of mobility and load prediction, correlating
input data with additional information such as application
context, VNF dependencies, or user behaviour improved pre-
diction results, even when using smaller input datasets. This
observation concurs with the recent trend of Data-Centric AI,
which advocates using smaller sets of meaningful, higher-
quality data points for training AI models instead of larger
ones [165], [166] for improved efficiency.

Finally, as illustrated in Figure 8, the majority of contri-
butions for all three prediction types targeted short term time
windows, which is less challenging than longer term predic-
tions. However, the latter are important to allow migration
scheduling in advance for a minimal impact on service quality.
Therefore, future works should explore longer prediction time
windows.

VI. PLACEMENT

Once the need for migration has been established, the next
step is to select the target host for the migration process
that optimizes the performance metrics. In the following, the
contributions related to placement are classified into multiple
categories depending on context: Single instance placement
contributions are described in Section VI-A, SFC and Network
Slicing works are discussed in Section VI-B, and solutions



where both placement and timing are selected can be found
in Section VI-C. For each category, the surveyed papers are
further classified according to the migration trigger (load or
mobility), and per ML method. Finally, Section VI-D provides
an analysis and discussion of the featured contributions.

A. Single instance placement

Table VIII shows contributions that performed migration
target selection for single service instances. Please note that
for the sake of brevity, unless specified otherwise, the main
findings for each paper are expressed in terms of improvements
in comparison with static policies. It can be noticed that many
contributions compared their proposed solutions with least-
performing static policies such as always migrate, migrate to
a random target, or no migration. However, this comparison
is not sufficient for accurate performance assessment. In fact,
it is preferred to use optimal decision outputs (provided by
exact algorithms or ILPs) as the upper bound benchmark to
determine the optimality gap for the proposed solutions.

Mobility-triggered migration in a MEC context was studied
the most, with the objective of improving performance-related
metrics (delay, service continuity, overhead, migration time)
and reducing costs. A smaller set of contributions also con-
sidered minimizing energy consumption [173], [182], [183],
[186]. In terms of input data, similar to the observation made
on mobility prediction, the most recent traces used in the
surveyed papers were collected in 2014.

Precursor works have introduced using RL for service
placement in migration by formulating the problem as a MDP,
and finding the optimal decision strategy based on Policy-
Iteration (PI) [169], [170], [190], [191] or Value-Iteration (VI)
[61], [159], [170] to construct a decision strategy that selects
the best migration target for each state. However, not all
RL problems can be solved through iteration. Indeed, these
methods require the state space of the problem to be finite,
which is not always the case, and it is not always possible to
know the exact transition probabilities between states. Thus,
other works have used Q-Learning [172], [173], which is
a model-free RL method that does not require knowledge
of state transition probabilities. Nevertheless, Q-Learning is
a tabular method that relies on state-space exploration until
convergence, which requires multiple state visits and action
explorations for each state for the Q-table values to converge.
Therefore, it is not scalable as it cannot handle larger state
and action spaces. To cope with large state and action spaces,
researchers resorted to DL techniques by training Neural
Networks to select policies and approximate future rewards
with algorithms such as DQN or Actor-Critic methods.

DQN was used by multiple contributions in the context
of mobility in MEC [174]–[177], [181], [182] sometimes
using enhancements that accelerate convergence and improve
efficiency such as Prioritized Experience Replay (PER) [192],
or dueling DQN [120], [181]. Chen et al. [182] use Deep Re-
cursive Q-Networks (DRQN) models that incorporate LSTM
layers into the vanilla DQN to better process historical data of
user position to select the migration target of task offloading

Fig. 9: Multi-agent DRL architecture for service migration

based on predicted user mobility in MEC. Additionally, mul-
tiple types of applications are considered (AR, infotainment,
health, and video surveillance). DRQN coupled with PER and
application context awareness resulted in a delay minimization
of 20 to 40% compared to vanilla DQN, and migration costs
were divided by a factor of 2 to 3.

Actor-Critic methods such as DDPG, PPO, A2C, or A3C
train an actor-network to select the action for a given state and
a critic network to approximate the value functions. Ren et al.
[180] train a DRL model using Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) [193] while using LSTM for the policy network to
extract time-series features. The model is initially trained
offline using service log data from a simulated environment,
then used in an online environment without updating its
parameters to avoid performance degradation. The observed
experiences are recorded and used to train new offline models
that would periodically replace the current model. To enhance
performance, the authors propose a different definition of input
state to reduce its dimensionality and decompose the action
space by making the agent select the target node for the
migration of one VM at a time. Compared to an optimal
solution from ILP, the proposed PPO and LSTM combination
achieves a migration cost that exceeds the optimal value by
20%.

To reduce complexity and training delays, Multi-Agent DRL
(MADRL) solutions were proposed by deploying decision
agents per MEC server [185], [186], or per Service Entity
[187] to distribute decision-making without loss of perfor-
mance. Figure 9 illustrates a Multi-Agent scenario where each
computing node hosts its own ML agent. For all of the service
instances that are hosted by the node, the ML agent makes
decisions to select the service instance to be migrated, and
determine its migration target.

On the other hand, there are comparatively very few
contributions that used ML-based solutions besides RL and
DRL. Emu et al. [167] use Ensemble DL algorithms, namely
E-ConvNets and E-ANN with the objective of minimizing
delay and migration overhead. A number of models are
simultaneously trained using different sets of data from the



TABLE VIII: Summary of single-instance placement references(Section VI-A)

Ref. Input data Method NN Architecture Objective Main findings
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M
L [167] Generated

E-ConvNets,
E-ANN, CNN,

ANN
1 to 6 layers Delay, overhead

E-ConvNets had the best
performance, for 3 and 4 layers,
optimality gap of less than 10%

(compared to ILP)

R
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[168] San Francisco
taxi (2009) Modified PI - Delay, Cost Average migration cost reduced by 85%

[169]
Generated, Shortest

Path Map-Based
Movement Model

PI - Long-term costs,
QoS

Average user-perceived latency
reduced by 15%

[170] Generated PI, VI,
in-place VI - Cost Up to 5% reward increase

compared to [171]
[172] Shanghai taxi (2007) Q-Learning - Delay, cost Up to 60% less delay

[173] Simulated Q-Learning - Cost, energy,
processing time Revenue increase of up to 40%

D
R

L

[174]
[175]

Smartphone mobility
(2014) DQN Not specified Service continuity,

cost

Percentage of successful migrations
up to 20% more than

multi-attribute algorithm.

[176] Random DQN Not specified Cost Average cost reduction by 3%
compared to greedy

[177] Generated DQN 3 layers of
15 neurons QoS Received data increased by 6%

[178] Generated DQN Not specified Delay 45% less delay than no relocation,
20% less than static policy

[179] Random A3C Not specified Long-term costs,
QoS

Long term benefits
increased by 70%

[180] Shenzen taxi (2014) PPO, LSTM Not specified Cost Cost 20% higher than optimal solution

[181] Shanghai mobile
user data (2014) Dueling DQN 2 layers of 3

and 10 neurons Delay, cost- Average cost 20-40% less than DQN

[182]
Geolife: Beijing user

data with different
applications (2007-2012)

DRQN
LSTM layer
instead of

fully connected

QoS, delay, cost,
energy, failure

Delay reduction of over 50%
compared to static, 20 to 40 %

compared to DQN depending on
app, migration cost divided by 2-3x

[183] Generated DQN, Double
DQN

2 layers, size is
2x input size +1 Delay, cost, energy Average delay reduced by 15%,

DDQN outperforms DQN

[184] Linear movement DQN 3 layers of 20
neurons Generic Performance close to greedy

M
A

D
R

L [185] Random
Double DQN,
3 MEC agents,
one centralized

2 layers of 256
neurons Delays, cost Average delay close to optimal

solution with ILP

[186] Shanghai taxi (2007) DDPG, one agent
per MEC Server

Actor: 2 layers
of 512 and

128 neurons,
Critic: 2 layers

of 512 and
256 neurons

Delay, energy
MADRL takes less time, reward

close to centralized Actor
Critic by over 90%

[187] Generated,
MBPR model

IDQN, CNN
One agent

per Service Entity

3 convolutional
layers and 3

fully connected

Delay, cost,
migration time

Up to 40% less service delays
than static policy, up to

30% less than classic DQN

L
oa

d M
L [188] Generated Neural

Network

9 dense layers,
8 batch normalization
layers of decreasing

size (330-100)
neurons

Downtime Delay close to optimal performance

D
R

L [120] Backbone traffic
(2018,2019) DQN One hidden layer

of 20 neurons
Cost, resource

overload
DQN with PER outperforms stepwise

optimization and vanilla DQN

[189] Generated Policy
Gradient

2 layers of 1000
and 61 neurons

Performance,
cost Delay reduction of 2%

training set, and their outputs are later accumulated into a
common layer. Evaluation results show that E-ConvNets had
the best performance, and achieved a 10% gap with the optimal
solution from ILP.

Unfortunately, many contributions did not specify the
NN architecture details used by their proposed solutions,
which makes evaluation and reproducibility more difficult.
From available information, vanilla DQN-based solutions used
smaller architecture with 1-3 layers of 3 to a maximum of
20 neurons, but the performance did not significantly surpass
greedy solutions. Double DQN architectures increased layer
size, with average delay results approaching optimal for a
multi-agent setting. Emu et al. [167] test different depth

values (1-6) for Ensemble CNNs, and observe that 3 and
4 layer-architectures achieve the best performance, which is
close to optimal. The Neural Network proposed in [188] also
achieves close to optimal delays for load-triggered migration
with a deeper architecture of 9 dense layers, followed by batch
normalization layers of decreasing size (330 to 100 neurons).

B. SFC and Network Slicing

As detailed in Table IX, multiple works have also explored
service migration in a SFC [190], [194], [195], [198]–[203] or
Network Slicing [196], [197]context. As stated earlier, those
scenarios add another layer of complexity to the migration
process with the additional consideration for the correlations



TABLE IX: Summary of SFC/NS placement references (Section VI-B)
Ref. Load input Method NN Architecture Objective Output SFC/NS context Main findings
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d

M
L [194] Generated Attention-

based GRU Not specified Migration
frequency

VNF
+ target

SFC length of
2-5 VNFs

Reward 10% below optimal
with attention

R
L [190]

Generated,
Cycle-

stationary
model

PI - Energy, loss
of revenue Target 3 SFC types, max

length of 3 VNFs

Total cost close to ILP,
execution time 1-5s

while ILP is 22-5457s

D
R

L

[195]
UK ISP

backbone
(On-demand)

DDPG
Mix of fully

connected and
normalization

Cost VNF SFC length
not specified

Cost reduced by 30%, 10%
compared to DQN, converges

10 times faster

[196] Generated Dueling
DQN

2 layers of
128 neurons

Resource cost,
service

interruption

New
config.

Network slicing:
5 nodes per slice

Long term revenue increased by
50% compared to greedy

[197] Random DQN, A2C
2 layers of 64 neurons

for DQN, 64 and
256 neurons for A2C

Operation time,
resource usage Target Network slicing

A2C performance remains high
(under 2% failure), DQN
declines for more apps

[198]
Generated,

Poisson
process

Q-Learning - Delay, energy Target
+ scaling

SFC length
of 2-6 VNFs

Total delay 20% lower
than random selection

M
A

D
R

L [199]

Summer
olympics
streaming

system
(2008)

DQN, one
agent per

node
Not specified Long-term

profit
VNF

+ target
3 SFC types, max
length of 3 VNFs

Reward 85% close to ILP
better than single agent DQN

[200]
Real Uunet
traffic (On-

demand)

DQN, one
agent per

node
Not specified

Energy,
overhead,

network cost

VNF
+ target

SFC length
of 3 VNFs Cost reduced by 10%

M
ob

ili
ty

R
L [201]

San
Francisco

taxi (2008)
Dyna-Q - Resource usage Target SFC length

not specified
Average user latency reduced

by up to 60%

D
R

L

[202] Generated A3C Not specified Cost of Re-
configuration

Target
+ Traffic
routing

SFC length
not specified

Reduced average orchestration
delay compared to DQN

[203] Generated A2C Not specified Delay, cost VNF
+ target

SFC length
not specified

Average delay reduction of 20-80%
compared to static, particularly

for high speed movements

and links between VNFs. Furthermore, in the SFC context,
another decision is to select which VNFs should be migrated
and which ones should remain on their current hosts. The
proposed solutions employed various ML methods, ranging
from classic PI [190] or Q-Learning [198], to DL with RNNs
[194], or DRL methods such as DQN [196], [197], [199], [200]
and Actor-Critic methods [195], [197], [202], [203]. Actor-
Critic methods present the advantage of converging faster than
DQN. As demonstrated in [195], a DDPG agent converges 6
to 10 times faster than DQN, with a 10% cost improvement.

Different SFC lengths are considered. For their simulations,
the authors of [190] and [199] use 3 types of SFC, with a
maximum length of 3 VNFs. Using PI, the solution proposed
by Eramo et al. [190] achieves a total cost close to ILP, while
keeping the execution time in a range of seconds as opposed
to the ILP that can reach multiple hours for longer episodes.
Jing et al. [199] use Multi-Agent DQN to attain rewards that
are 85% close to ILP.

When the migration process is triggered due to insufficient
resources, the new instance at the target node requires a scale-
up. In this vein, Yao et al. [198] propose a model for selecting
migration targets and scaling for migrated VNFs, and evalu-
ating SFCs with a length of 2 to 6 VNFs. Results showcase
an important performance degradation for SFC lengths of 3
and over using Q-Learning, which suggests that Q-Learning
might not scale well to longer SFC instances. In comparison,
in [194], SFCs comprising 2 to 5 VNFs are migrated using
Attention-based GRU, with a consistent performance achiev-
ing a reward that is only 10% below optimal.

Architecture-wise, available information is not sufficient to
compare references and results.

In contrast with the previous sub-section, most SFC and
NS placement references tackle load-triggered migration. In-
terestingly, despite the wide availability of real-world load
datasets (as discussed in Section V-B), most contributions used
generated, sometimes random load data.

C. Joint Placement and Trigger Timing

This section discusses the contributions that incorporated
the time dimension to the placement process of migration
by learning policies for jointly selecting when and where the
service should be triggered. A majority of references relied on
Q-Learning and DQN to generate decision policies.

This approach presents the advantage of performing both
decisions in one step, which has the benefit of reducing com-
putation time. Furthermore, the availability of viable migration
targets can impact the decision to trigger migration.

Yang et al. [204] use a correlation coefficient k to establish
relationships between the user’s historical position data of
the last k time-slots and improve decisions. The problem is
divided into two sub-tasks: Selecting the migration target and
deciding when to trigger the process. Wang et al. [205] use
three structurally identical DQNs in parallel to enable continu-
ous model improvement, where one network makes decisions
on whether to migrate services to a certain MEC server at
the current time slot in real-time. The other two use the
experiences and reward for policy evaluation and refinement
offline, and periodically update the decision network with new



weights. This method allows simultaneous decision-making
and training, which results in migration policies that adapt
to changes in trajectory or velocity.

Liu et al. [206] propose a distributed framework for joint
task migration in MEC. Multiple DRL agents are trained
using Counterfactual Multi-Agent (COMA) Policy Gradient
[207], where independent actor-networks are based on GRUs,
and a shared critic network is based on classic feed-forward
NNs. Consequently, completion time is reduced by 10 to 25%
compared to a single Actor-Critic agent.

Abdel Wahab et al. [208] design an application-aware
approach for the placement and adjustment of VNFs at each
time slot depending on the environmental changes such as user
mobility or service demand peaks. First, to reduce placement
complexity in large-scale systems, the authors propose a
clustering technique based on K-medoids that partitions the
network into multiple clusters based on selected performance
metrics (energy efficiency, high bandwidth capacity, CPU...).
Then, if a SLA violation is expected, the migration target is
selected from the cluster that best satisfies the SLA of the
application being migrated. This approach achieves an average
cost that is only 10% higher than the optimal value from ILP,
while improving computation time by up to a 100 folds.

Once again, information on the Neural Network architecture
is generally missing, and most contributions use different
input datasets, with results evaluations against static decision
policies. Thus, no comparison can be made.

D. Discussion

The contributions described in this section provided the
means to select the migration target of one or multiple VNFs
using ML methods while optimizing a variety of objectives
such as cost, energy, migration time, or QoE metrics. Addition-
ally, some works considered the time dimension by selecting
the time slot where migration should be triggered depending
on mobility or load data.

Another observation that can be made is that most con-
tributions have focused on the mobility-related use cases in
MEC, such as Vehicular Networks, which confirms the grow-
ing interest in Edge Computing technologies in the research
community. Further, motivated by the trends of using micro-
services and Network Slicing, multiple works are considering
more complex use cases where multiple dependent VNF in-
stances are migrated simultaneously. In that case, RL methods
such as Q-Learning might not be scalable enough, and DL
methods should be favored. In order to reduce the additional
complexity from these use cases, Multi-Agent solutions were
also proposed where the migration decision for each instance is
managed by an independent agent, which ultimately reduced
training and inference time, while maintaining performance
levels.

Regarding ML methods, and apart from a few exceptions, it
can be noticed that an overwhelming majority of contributions
for placement have used RL and DRL for learning the optimal
decision policy, with the Q-learning and DQN algorithms

being the most popular. In the meantime, several better-
performing DRL algorithms have been gaining attention. In
particular, Actor-Critic algorithms such as DDPG and A2C
showcased increased performance and shortened convergence
time compared to DQN. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
would also be worth exploring further, which can be easier
to tune with a robust performance, and is currently used as
the default RL algorithm for training OpenAI models [215].
A comparative analysis might then be beneficial to perform an
assessment and determine whether these algorithms are best
suited for this problem. Besides, few contributions leveraged
enhancements such as PER or Dueling DQN [216] that have
proven their efficiency in improving the model’s accuracy and
reducing convergence time.

Apart from SFC-related references, very few contributions
considered application types and context when selecting the
migration target. However, different application types may
have distinct requirements, which might have an effect on the
optimal target to select. In fact, contributions that considered
multiple application types and requirements achieved close to
optimal results.

It could also be observed that many references did not
disclose details on the Neural Network architecture being
implemented by their respective solutions. For future works,
authors are advised to provide complete information on the
evaluation setup, so that experiments can be reproduced,
evaluated, and built upon.

Finally, future works should make use of real-world load
traces to train placement models instead of synthetic data,
which might not be realistic, particularly considering that
open platforms such as the M-Lab project [137] provide
access to real-time monitoring traces from distributed network
infrastructures.

VII. MIGRATION SCHEME OPTIMIZATION

Once the migration target has been selected, remains the
decision to select the migration strategy between the pre-copy,
post-copy, and hybrid-copy methods. In addition, the migration
process can be improved using some enhancements that have
been proposed in the literature, such as CPU throttling [217],
data compression [218], or delta compression [219]. Figure
10 depicts the aforementioned live migration enhancements;
compression and delta compression are used to reduce the
size of transferred data for dirtied memory pages, while CPU
throttling consists in reducing CPU time for the instance
to be migrated, which results in reducing its activity, and
minimizes the number of dirtied pages at each iteration. This
ultimately helps the migration process to converge but can
negatively impact service performance. The pre-copy and hy-
brid methods, in particular, can be optimized by selecting the
number of iterations before stopping the original instance, and
scheduling the order of memory page transmission. Finally,
the transmission process can also be optimized by selecting
the migration path and the allocated bandwidth. The works
described in the following have used ML techniques to help
make those decisions and are summarized in Table XI.



TABLE X: Summary of joint trigger and placement references (Section VI-C)

Ref. Input data Method NN Architecture Objective Main findings
L

oa
d R

L
[191] Planetlab

(on-demand) , PI - Energy, SLA
violation, cost

14% cost reduction
compared to greedy

[171] Shenzen taxi
(2014) Q-Learning - Cost Average cost ratio doubled

compared to random policy

D
R

L

[209] San Francisco
taxi trace (2008) DQN 4 layers Delay, energy,

cost
30-70% cost, delay reduction

compared to threshold and Q-Learning

M
ob

ili
ty

R
L

[210],
[211]

San Francisco
taxi (2008) Modified PI - Cost Average cost reduced by up to 50%

[212] From
experiment Q-Learning - Cost, QoE 30% delay reduction

[213] Shenzen taxi
(2014) Q-Learning - Cost, efficiency Cost 20-30% over optimal

D
R

L

[214] Random walk DQN Not specified Cost, QoE 20-30% reward increase compared
to dynamic programming

[204]
Shanghai taxi,

year not
specified

DQN Not specified Cost Cost reduced by 50%

[205] Generated DQN
3 layers:

64,256,256
neurons

Distance,
migration# Over 60% delay reduction

M
A

D
R

L

[206] Random walk Policy gradient,
GRU, NN

One layer of
128 GRUs Process duration Completion time reduction

of 10-25% compared to Actor Critic

B
ot

h

M
L [208] Generated K-medoids - SLA violations Average cost 10% higher than ILP,

while up to 100x faster

Fig. 10: Migration scheme enhancements

A. Strategy Selection

In the following are detailed contributions that tackled mi-
gration strategy selection by predicting the effect of choosing
one of the available methods on multiple metrics, which
guides decision making. Jo et al. [220] compare multiple ML
techniques (Linear Regression with SVR, with and without
bagging) for predicting the effect of selecting different live
migration techniques and potential enhancements on multiple
key metrics such as performance degradation, downtime, mi-
gration time, and resource utilization. The predicted values are
fed into an algorithm that chooses the best option considering
the service’s SLA constraints. Ultimately, SVR with bagging
provided the best performance, but multiplied learning and
prediction times compared to other methods. This work has
been used as a reference for multiple subsequent contributions
that reused the same methods and/or evaluation metrics.

Indeed, Motaki et al. [221] use SVR and K-Nearest Neigh-
bour Regression to predict the effect of using pre-copy, post-
copy, and the enhancements explored in [220] on additional
target metrics such as SLA violation time and migration
overhead. Similarly, Cho et al. [222] also use SVR to predict
the effect of those methods on migration cost in terms of VM
performance degradation, its duration, and resource overhead.
Based on those predicted metrics, a policy is proposed to select
the best live migration technique that reduces SLA violations.
Different from previous papers that used SVR, Altahat et
al. [224] employ DNNs for prediction. The DNN model is
trained to output the expected migration time, downtime, the
total load of transferred data, and performance degradation
for VMs when the pre-copy or post-copy methods are used
to perform migration. Those key metrics are predicted under



TABLE XI: Summary of migration scheme selection and improvement references (Section IX)

Ref. Context Decision/Prediction Output Method NN Architecture Results
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le
ct
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ct
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II

-A

[220] Migration strategy selection:
pre-copy or post-copy, with
enhancements (compression,

delta compression, CPU
throttling)

Effect on performance
degradation, downtime,

migration time,
resource usage

LR, SVR,
SVR with
bagging

- Error of 5-10% for
SVR with bagging

[221]
Effect on [220] metrics
+ SLA violation time,

migration overhead
SVR, KNN - KNNR outperforms

SVR, 20% error

[222] Effect on [220] metrics SVR - Average error of 10%

[223] Performance data collection
for cold and live migration

Migration cost, duration,
required bandwidth

LR,
Multivar.

Regression
- 80-90% accuracy

[224]
Migration strategy
selection: pre-copy

or post-copy

Expected migration time,
downtime, data load,

performance degradation
DNNs 2 layers:32

and 16 neurons Lower error than [220]

[225]

Determine whether to
rebuild, or perform

cold or live
pre-copy migration

Downtime and delay of
rebuilding, cold, live pre-copy

LR, SVR,
NNs

One layer of
sigmoid or ReLU NN ReLU has lowest error

Im
pr

ov
em

en
t

Se
ct

io
n

V
II

-B [226]
Improved hybrid-copy
method with Switched

Decision Factor

Probability of page memory
writes for pre-copy iterations

Markov
model - Up to 75% page

fault reduction

[227]
Reducing unnecessary

transmissions of dirtied
pages in pre-copy

Probability for memory page
to be dirtied in the next round

Markov
model -

Migration time in high
dirty rate similar to

low dirty rate

[228] Multi-phase pre-copy Future dirty pages Auto
Regression - Downtime reduced

by up to 20%

[229]

Bandwidth allocation
adjustment to minimize

transmission delays
and transmission costs

Bandwidth allocation
per time-step

DDPG,
DQN

- DQN: 2 layers
of mean(input,
output) neurons

- DDPG: 400 and
300 neurons

Downtime reduced
to under 1s

varying parameters such as application type, VM size, page
dirtying rate, network bandwidth, and resource utilization. This
proposal outperforms multiple regression techniques used in
[220] in terms of accuracy for multiple metrics and signifi-
cantly lowers prediction time. However, training time remains
very high compared to Linear Regression and SVR.

Some works have also applied classic Linear Regression
methods for migration metric prediction. The authors of [225]
use Supervised Learning (LR, SVR, and NNs) in an SFC con-
text to predict the resulting downtime and delay for rebuilding,
cold, and live migration using pre-copy of SFCs, assuming
that the target host has already been selected. The evaluation
explores the effects of different parameters such as VM size,
network traffic load, computing capacity, and page dirty rate
on downtime and delay. The predicted values are used to
build a policy for selecting migration schemes. Martins et al.
[223] implement a container platform and perform multiple
migration experiments using the cold and pre-copy methods
in a monitored environment to collect performance data.
Afterwards, the LR and Multivariable Regression methods are
used to identify patterns and predict migration cost, duration,
and the required bandwidth depending on the image size, OS
distribution, and the migration method (cold or live using pre-
copy). However, those contributions only consider pre-copy
as a live migration method and do not study improvement
techniques compared to the previous works.

B. Strategy Improvement

The migration process can also be improved by reducing the
number of re-transmitted memory pages, which in turn reduces
transmission cost and migration time. This can be done by
identifying patterns of page modification and selecting the
pages that should be copied at each iteration accordingly. Wu
et al. [227] forecast the probability for each memory page to be
dirtied in the next round using the Markov prediction model.
Combined with dirtying page rate from monitoring data, those
predictions are used to select the memory pages that should be
migrated in priority for each iteration. The obtained strategy
reduces the memory size migrated at the first round, which,
in the long run, significantly reduces total migration time for
applications with high dirty rates.

Besides the memory modification prediction, a few contri-
butions proposed modified migration schemes. Shukla et al.
[228] elaborate a multi-phase pre-copy based live migration
approach that minimizes page transfer and migration time.
During the first phase, the VM image and the memory pages
are transferred to the destination host, then in the second phase,
the least modified pages are transferred. In the third phase, an
auto-regressive approach is used to forecast future dirty pages
and leave the transfer process of the most frequently modified
pages to the fourth phase, which corresponds to the stop-and-
copy step of the pre-copy live migration method.

Targeting the faulted memory page transfer phase in the
hybrid live migration scheme, Lei et al. [226] present an
improved hybrid-copy method for live migration, where the



number of page faults is reduced without increasing migration
time by introducing a Switched Decision Factor (SDF). It
is defined as the moment when the process switches from
the pre-copy phase of the hybrid process to post-copy. In
other words, it determines the number of iterations of the
pre-copy phase before switching to post-copy. The authors
use a Markov model to detect the memory access pattern of
different workload types (write-intensive and read-intensive)
and forecast the probability of memory writes on pages for
each iteration of pre-copy. Then, a set of the least likely to
be modified pages is transferred during the next iteration,
which reduces the number of duplicate transmissions. At each
iteration, the SDF value is computed to determine whether
the process should stop the iteration phase. If applicable, the
memory access pattern is also predicted to proactively transfer
the required pages, thus reducing the number of faulty pages
once the instance has been resumed.

Another way to optimize the migration process is to manage
the amount of bandwidth allocated to the data transfer, espe-
cially in case of multiple concurrent migrations and/or if the
network resources are scarce. Indeed, a dynamic allocation
scheme can help prevent network congestion and adapt to
network load fluctuations. This motivated authors in [229] to
tackle network resource usage during the migration process
of SFCs, where DQN and DDPG networks were used to
allocate and adjust bandwidth for SFC migrations at each time
step with the objective of minimizing transmission delays,
propagation, processing and queuing delays while keeping
bandwidth consumption at a minimum.

C. Discussion

Compared to the other stages of the migration process, fewer
contributions have been made to migration scheme selection
and improvement using ML. However, optimizing this process
is crucial to reduce the impact on service continuity and user’s
QoE. The results from the discussed references showcased
the benefits of selecting the appropriate method and ordering
memory page copies. Furthermore, network resource usage
should be explored more thoroughly, in particular in the MEC
migration use case where network resources are limited, which
requires a dynamic resource allocation and traffic routing
mechanism to account for changes in traffic load.

Algorithm wise, and different from previous sections, it can
be seen that the majority of the works that optimized the
data transfer process mainly used Supervised Learning, and
particularly Regression methods or Neural Networks to predict
the effect of the migration methods and improvements on
selected metrics, or to predict memory page dirtying patterns.
Although NN methods improved performance compared to
Linear Regression, it should be noted that training time was
also significantly higher. More advanced RNN methods might
also be worth exploring to detect memory page dirtying
patterns. In terms of input data, most references generated
data from running scheduled migration experiments or fed
data collected from the environment into the model. Notably,
Motaki et al. [221] aggregate datasets from multiple workload

types (online transactions, multimedia, e-commerce, data, and
computationally intensive applications) to emulate realistic
cloud workloads.

VIII. CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This survey presented a comprehensive review of the con-
tributions using ML to facilitate service migration and show-
cased the benefits of such methods. To conclude the paper,
the following section outlines the remaining challenges and
discusses future possibilities for research in the area of ML
for service migration in future networks.

A. Training Data and Environment

To train a ML model correctly, a training data-set must be
available with a sufficient volume of realistic and sometimes
labeled data. However, real training data is not always avail-
able. For example, in the mobility prediction use case, it is
difficult to obtain user position data due to the sensitivity of
such information. To mitigate this issue, many contributions
listed in this survey use different taxi mobility data sets or
generate synthetic mobility trajectories. Still, those data sets
do not always reflect realistic user mobility patterns. One
emerging approach is Data-Centric AI, where smaller sets of
meaningful, higher quality curated data points are used for
training AI models [165], [166], which provides promising
results and optimizes the training process by reducing the size
of training data.

In the RL case, the model learns policies through direct
interactions with the environment by exploring sets of actions
and observing the effects on the long-term rewards to evaluate
and improve the current policy. However, for service migra-
tion, experimenting random actions during the exploration
phase can lead to important service disruptions, drops in the
user’s QoE and SLA violations, or migration failure. A few
mitigation approaches were proposed in the literature to avoid
the effects of bad exploration decisions, for a safe RL [230],
but those methods slow down the learning process. Thus, the
model should be trained in a simulated environment that is
identical to the real one, to output realistic rewards.

A promising direction would be the use of Digital Twins,
which are defined as the virtual instances that fully describe a
physical system and its features [231], and are extensively
used for simulations in Industry 4.0 use cases. Indeed, a
Digital Twin can emulate the environment’s feedback to the
actions selected from the RL agent or generate realistic data
distributions to train ML models. Another possible solution
for RL is the use of ML sandboxes using network simulation
tools as proposed in [232].

B. DRL Model Update Post-Training

One of the advertised advantages of using RL methods for
policy selection is that RL models can adapt to changes in the
environment by continuously updating their policy depending
on rewards from the environment. However, it can be noticed
from studying DRL references in this survey that in practice
(besides a few exceptions),



once the NN model converges to a satisfactory policy,
training is stopped, and the model is switched to a full
exploitation mode where no exploration is performed and the
policy is not updated anymore. Although it could be argued
that a deployed model should not be updated online to avoid
loss of performance, this practice takes away one of the main
advantages of using RL.

One solution would be to train another version of the model
offline and update the main online model periodically or when
the current policy becomes less efficient due to important
changes in the environment.

Additionally, one emerging paradigm dubbed Continual
Learning [233]–[237] or Lifelong Learning [238], [239] has
been gaining attention. The aim is to allow continual online
Neural Network training and update by learning from new
tasks, without loss of previous knowledge to preserve perfor-
mance on prior tasks. To this end, one proposal is to expand
Neural Networks dynamically: old neuron parameters are fixed
to avoid loss of knowledge, and new neurons are added to
perform incremental learning.

C. Explainability and Model Tuning

Another issue hindering the widespread use of ML for
network orchestration and management is the fact that ML
models are seen as opaque black boxes, which raises concerns
for reliability and accountability. Indeed, critical decision
systems require solid trust and performance guarantees. This
need for increased transparency in AI functioning has moti-
vated research efforts in the field of Explainable AI (XAI)
[240]–[243] which is a field that aims to make ML models
more transparent, interpretable, and trustworthy by providing
explanations on why the model came to provide a certain
output. This can, in turn, help detect and correct model design
errors that might hinder its performance.

Indeed, the performance of ML models heavily depends
on the chosen architecture and hyper-parameters, such as the
number and size of layers, the activation function, or the
selected algorithm. Thus, those hyper-parameters should be
carefully chosen to improve efficiency and accuracy. Finding
the right combination of hyper-parameter values is not a
straightforward process, as each problem is different, and a
set of hype-parameters that proved to be optimal for a specific
problem would not work for related problems. Many methods
were proposed to automate the hyper-parameter optimization
process [244]–[246]. However, most popular search methods
leverage greedy, random, or genetic approaches to explore
the solution space, which can prove to be resource and time-
consuming. Explainability would help understand the effect of
certain settings on the model’s performance and guide hyper-
parameter optimization in a more intuitive manner.

D. Edge Mobility

The main idea behind edge computing is to move compu-
tations closer to the end-user with the objective of reducing
communication cost, latency, and network load. An emerging
trend aims to go beyond current MEC implementations and

offload computation down to the user terminals by virtualizing
end device resources that are underutilized and made available
to authorized third parties. Multiple proposals implemented
that concept under different names such as Vehicular Edge
Computing [247], Vehicular Cloud Computing [102], [248],
[249], Vehicular Fog Computing [250], or Vehicular Micro
Clouds [251] for the specific use case of Vehicular Networks,
and the more general V-Edge [252] proposal that considers all
types of computation resources.

However, this concept incurs possible mobility of the
computing resources, which adds another dimension to be
considered in the migration planning, where the computing
nodes can also change locations. Thus, both the service
provider and consumer are considered to be dynamic. In the
service migration context, it would mean that the service user,
migration source, and target can be mobile during the process,
which leads to dynamic distance and data transmission costs
and duration that can affect migration time, downtime, or
even cause migration failure. Therefore, to support service
migration in that context, future contributions ought to take
into account mobility patterns, sojourn time, velocity, and
battery life of the UE providing the service. Similar to the
classic migration scenarios with static source and target nodes,
ML can be beneficial in the Edge mobility use case during all
phases of the migration process. Indeed, for migration target
selection, the ML-based decision model can be trained using
additional input such as the current and predicted mobility of
the target candidates and availability times as well. It can also
be used during the migration trigger phase by predicting the
availability time of the service’s current placement nodes to
trigger service migration proactively when the current node is
predicted to go offline in the near future. This use case also
adds new prediction inputs, such as battery consumption or
historical data of device availability (when the user makes its
device available for external use) to detect device availability
patterns.

E. Application-Aware Migration

Among the contributions surveyed in this paper, a few works
have proposed a selection mechanism for the memory pages
that should be migrated in the next copy iteration by detecting
page modification patterns, and prioritizing pages that are least
likely to be modified. However, those works do not consider
the application specifics when selecting the page copy order.
Indeed, the least modified pages might not be of the highest
importance for running the service; thus, migrating them in
priority might not be the best choice.

An interesting future direction would be to propose service-
aware selection strategies for memory page copy. Future works
might use ML methods to analyze the service runtime data and
classify memory pages into categories: pages that are critical
for service runtime, pages without which the service can run
but with a degraded performance, and so on. Consequently,
memory pages that are essential for service runtime are mi-
grated in priority, and depending on the required performance,
the instance can be resumed on the target node sooner, which



would reduce downtime. Further, this analysis can help detect
content that is not used by the service during its runtime, and
avoid its transmission to preserve bandwidth.

F. User Context-Aware Migration

A step further for application-aware migration would be to
also differentiate between individual user contexts, and use ML
to predict the pages that each user is likely to use. This predic-
tion, associated with the predicted probability of the service
being requested by specific users in the next time slots, can be
used to prioritize user context and memory page transmission.
Once the core part of the application has been migrated, this
context-based approach can be used to progressively migrate
the content required for each user to the target node. Once
the context and frequently requested pages for a user have
been successfully transferred, the user’s subsequent requests
are re-directed to the target node. This approach would have
the benefit of reducing request load on the source instance
earlier as opposed to classic migration schemes that only
re-direct user requests once the migration process has been
completed, which can reduce service disruptions for load-
triggered migration.

IX. CONCLUSION

Machine Learning is a promising tool for decision-making
that paves the way to Zero-touch network automation. It allows
an efficient service orchestration and Life-Cycle Management
using prediction and decision policy creation and improve-
ment. Thus, it has been used by several works in the literature
to improve different stages of the service migration process
and guarantee service availability and user QoE.

This survey paper investigated the applications of ML
to optimize the service migration process and provided a
background on migration, ML, and the relevant related tech-
nologies. Furthermore, the survey elaborated a comprehensive
taxonomy of the current state-of-the-art solutions for the dif-
ferent stages of the migration process, with a discussion of the
observed trends and suggestions for future works. Finally, the
limitations of current proposals were discussed, and multiple
research directions and open issues were outlined to motivate
future contributions to the subject.
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